
 

 

  

 GRADE LEVEL: 3rd Grade ESOL-Ms. Ileana Goberna                              WEEK OF: May 11 – May 15, 2020 

  Teachers:  

 Ms. Ileana Goberna  

Subject:  ESOL Reading/LA  

What hours will 

my teachers be 

available every 

day to help 

me?  

8:30-11:30 am  

How should I 

communicate 

with my 

teacher?  

Teacher email. igoberna@dadeschools.net  

  

What is my 

assignment? 

   

Do as much as you can but in the order I suggested. If you cannot finish the assignment from one day you can continue 

it on the next day. Do try your best. Remember you have the two weeks to complete everything assigned in the portal 

and email. Please remember the assigned work could be found through your portal.  

When is my 

assignment 

due?  

  

Monday, May 4, 2020  

 

All worksheets/documents will be email to students by Ms. Goberna on Sunday night. 
 

What digital 

resources will I 

use for my 

daily 

assignments? 

MyON  

BrainPop 

YouTube  

Iready  

Imagine Learning  

 

  



 

  

All worksheets/documents will be email to students by Ms. Goberna on Sunday night. 

Daily Tasks:  

  

  

Monday, 5/11 

  
3rd G. Unit 6.2 

5/11 

1. Watch video links about weather.  https://youtu.be/7mgK2FQVc54?t=30 

2. Portal- watch weekly opener video and build background. Write information about the different types of 

weather.  

3. Complete chart about the weather. Draw different types of weather and color. Write a sentence for each. 

(email this page to me) 

 

Tuesday, 5/12 

  
5/12 

1. Watch video link about Historical Fiction https://youtu.be/n4gh7Brl1fs?t=5 

2. Use email information about elements of historical fiction. Read Read Aloud “Joshua’s Odd 

Neighbor” and answer questions (email back to me) 

3. Portal-Review what adjectives are- ellbrainpop- do lesson on adjectives. Take test. 

Wednesday, 5/13 5/13 

1. Portal- look at Unit 6.2 vocabulary. Listen to pronunciation and record your pronunciation. 

2. Look at paper in the email with the words and definitions to go over their definitions. 

3. Play Vocabulary game 1. Complete page about vocabulary in this email. Answer and email back to me 

about:blank


  
 

 

 

Thursday, 5/14 

  
5/14 

 

1. Portal – Go to ell brainpop- do activities on adjectives that compare. Complete instructions in 

activity. 

2. Portal- Play grammar game- complete grammar page 131 (answer and save- Do not submit) 

 

 Friday, 5/15 5/15 

 

1. Go to www.spellingcity.com do 2 assigned games 

2. Portal -Spelling page 

3. Finish anything you have not completed. 

Remember 45 minutes I-Ready (ESOL Levels 2) 

60 minutes Imagine Learning (ESOL levels 1) 

 



 

 

   

 

 


